Upcoming Virtual Programs

From: Orange County Museum of Art (info@ocma.net)
To: cafelala@yahoo.com
Date: Thursday, April 16, 2020, 10:18 AM PDT

OCMAEXPAND VIRTUAL PROGRAMS

In the Studio with Cybele Lyle

Tune in to OCMA's Instagram @OCMuseumofArt to see how LA-based artist Cybele Lyle is using this time of social distancing for artistic exploration and play.

In the Studio is a new OCMA video series that reveals the ways artists are staying creative during quarantine.

Social Distance, Haiku, and You: Sound Collage Public Collaboration with Alan Nakagawa
Thursday, April 23 I Listen on SoundCloud

After two weeks of gathering haikus from around the globe, LA-based sound artist Alan Nakagawa coheres the diverse experiences of our shared reality in this sound collage. The
multi-track culmination will be released on OCMA's SoundCloud on Thursday, April 23 at 5pm. RSVP to get the link on the morning of the release.

RSVP
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